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Abstract
Fibrous scaffolds based on (bio)polymers are observed as mimicking the microstructure of the extracellular matrix. Thus, they are considered as an example
of a utilitarian scaffold, useful for the regeneration of
various types of tissues. The techniques described in
the literature are well known to obtain submicrometric
and nanometric fibers that, when randomly arranged,
mimic the ECM.
The biomimetic scaffold criterion might be even
better reflected if the cell adhesion sites are present on
the surface of such fibers. They promote the formation
of the focal adhesion contact or facilitate the formation
of a protein film on the fiber surface. Such a process
is enhanced by an appropriate physical or chemical
modification that activates the protein adsorption and
the subsequent cell adhesion. The aim of this paper is
to present different methods of physical and/or chemical modifications of fibrous materials: which can serve
as scaffolds to support the regeneration processes
of various tissues. In terms of physical methods, only
weak interactions between the surface and the modifier were observed. This technique is simple but not
durable. Chemisorption used as a second method of
fiber modification is possible if a covalent or ionic bond
is formed between the fiber and the modifier. Therefore, the chemical adsorption may not be fully reversible
and requires a sequence of chemical actions to form
a chemical bond. The most commonly used methods
are the combined methods where the first step is the
physical activation of the fiber surface, which facilitates
the chemical modification step.
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surface modification, extracellular matrix
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Introduction
The main purpose of the scaffold-based approach is
not just to replace the missing tissue but also to create
a microenvironment for its regeneration and, eventually,
restoring its function. It could be achieved by a geometry
which guarantees appropriate mechanical support and advantageous surface properties triggering cellular responses.

The structure within the body responsible for these processes is the extracellular matrix (ECM) which is a threedimensional mesh of macromolecules, such as collagen,
glycoproteins, and enzymes [1]. The characteristic ECM
structure provides the structural support for growing tissue,
it induces the cell adhesion, migration and proliferation and
affects its antibacterial properties. Therefore, the focus of
tissue engineering is on mimicking the microstructure of the
native extracellular matrix as well as its chemical activity.
Since the ECM is a permanent and unique part of every
tissue in the human body, fibrous morphology is the most
desired form of a scaffold for regenerative engineering.
Research shows that the synergistic effect of the matrix
composition, its architecture and stiffness play a big role in
maintaining the tissue functions. The appropriate adjustment
of its characteristic features at microstructural and structural level increases the chances of inducing regenerative
processes [2]. Another study highlighted the importance
of the surface topography in gene expression regulation.
It revealed that fibrous microstructure has a greater potential
for altering the human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC)
gene expression than a flat one [3]. It is reported that factors,
such as the fiber diameter, porosity and the way they are
organized, regulate the cells behaviour, especially their proliferation and differentiation. Finer PCL fibers (ᴓ = 0.35 µm)
promote the better differentiation of pre-osteoblastic cells
(i.e. MC3T3-E1) while a larger diameter (ᴓ = 6.5 µm) fibers
exhibit the better proliferation [4]. Another study conducted
by Lekshmi Krishna et al. also highlighted the impact of
a fiber diameter on corneal epithelial cells (HCE-T) and
the retinal pigment (ARPE-19). The research revealed that
HCE-T seeded on PCL with a diameter of 500 nm exhibited
the greater differentiation while those seeded on PCL with
a diameter of 1300 nm showed the better proliferation. In the
case of ARPE-19 cells seeded on larger fibers, the greater
phagocytic activity and the lower apoptosis level were observed while on finer fibers the pluripotential behaviour and
secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A)
was higher [5].
There are lots of methods for ECM fibrillar structure restoration which include the phase separation technique, the molecular self-assembly and the electrospinning. Among them,
the solution electrospinning is out of big interest because of
its simplicity, the possibility of using various materials and
generating nanoscale fibers with a high surface-to-volume
ratio [6,7]. On the other hand, the use of a solvent increases
the risk of the residual solvent remaining in the scaffold.
Therefore, it may contribute to its toxicity towards the surrounding tissues and increase the production costs [8].
A method that does not involve a polymer solution is the
melt electrospinning. In this technique, the fibers are formed
directly by heating the polymer, therefore the disadvantages
associated with the solvent application are eliminated, which,
makes the melt electrospinning safe and green [8]. To reduce
the fibers diameter, the process can be also aided by hot
air (melt-blown electrospinning). By increasing the airflow
velocity not only the fiber diameter is reduced but also its
alignment and anisotropy are increased. It improves the
Young Modulus and yield stress so the fibers are suitable
for e.g. tendon regeneration [9,10]. The melt electrospinning
writing is an additional manufacturing method that allows
achieving aligned sub-micro- and microscale fibers (≈0.8 µm
to ≈140 µm) [11]. The greater control over the fibers alignment ensures their arrangement into different shapes and
obtaining the desired mechanical properties of a scaffold as
well as the cellular alignment [11,12]. It is also proven that
different geometric structures exhibit diverse drug release
kinetics, which makes the melt electrospinning an attractive
method for the wound dressing production [13].
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The traditional electrospinning results in a two-dimensional microstructure and low porosity, which limits the
cell migration within a scaffold. In the wet electrospinning,
a metallic collector is replaced with a liquid solution, which
enables achieving a three-dimensional, sponge-like microstructure that exhibits the improved porosity, hydrophilicity
and cell adhesion and proliferation [14]. Another interesting
technique for producing nanofibers is the rotary jet spinning
(RJS). In this method, a polymer jet is ejected from the
reservoir holes by a centrifugal force caused by the shaft
rotation. Simultaneously, the solvent evaporates, therefore
its low boiling point is necessary. Since the RJS uses the
high-speed rotation instead of an electric field, a conductive
solution is not required. This technique leads to aligned, submicrometric fibers with a rougher surface, in comparison to
the electrospinning. Such a morphology limits the implant
bacterial colonization without affecting the cell viability [15].
All the above-mentioned methods lead to obtaining scaffolds that differ in fibers dimensions, their arrangement, topography and porosity, including the diameters in the range
of nanometers (<100 nm), sub-micrometers (<1 µm) and micrometers. The research shows that a scaffold consisting of
both nano- and submicrometric fibers exhibits the most sufficient mechanical properties and cells penetration [16]. The
diameter of the electrospun fibers differs from the collagen
fibrils of the native ECM. However, the full functionality of the
tissue is maintained also by a hierarchical microstructure of
an extracellular matrix. Regardless of the type of tissue, this
inhomogeneity plays a key role in maintaining homeostasis
and inducing a cellular response and thus, it determines
the proper regeneration and functionalization of the tissue.
Therefore, there is a great demand for the substrates with
a complex microstructure which allows for differentiation of
the cells toward an appropriate phenotype, their infiltration
into the scaffold and eventually the formation of the proper
tissue. By changing the parameters of electrospinning it is
possible to obtain fibers with different diameters, arrangements (aligned or randomly oriented) and morphology
(smooth, porous, hollow, etc.). This diversity of nanofiber
microstructure enables the control over the formation of
a particular type of tissue. The fibers arrangement has also
a big impact on the mechanical properties of the scaffold.

FIG. 1. Methods of fibers surface modification.

Aligned fibers contribute to more anisotropic mechanical
properties which are used in fibrous mats for bone and nerves
regeneration [17,18]. The ability to mimic the morphology
and composition of the ECM fibers is a reason behind the
widespread use of electrospinning in biomedical applications. Unfortunately, the majority of synthetic electrospun
fibers do not facilitate the cellular attachment due to the high
hydrophobicity and inappropriate surface characteristics [19].
There are two ways of promoting the cells-scaffold interaction. The first one is a modification of the bulk material by
the copolymers production, the piezoelectric materials application, and the plasma treatment of the pre-electrospinning
solution, etc. [6,20]. The second way is the surface functionalization [20]. Both approaches facilitate the cell adhesion
and antimicrobial behaviour of the scaffold by altering its
surface morphology, roughness, hydrophilicity and free
energy. However, the drawback of the first method is that
any changes in the material’s chemical composition may decrease its mechanical properties and thus its cell-supporting
ability. Therefore, since the interactions between cells and
scaffold occur at the interface, the promising strategy is to
alter the surface properties, and not to modify the bulk material structure. Depending on the application, the surface
characteristics requirements may vary but still there are a few
that every scaffold must fulfil. These are: high biocompatibility, selective permeability, appropriate mechanical properties,
antibacterial properties, lack of immunological response or
cytotoxic behaviour [21,22]. Numerous technologies intended
for fibers surface modification result in its various properties. All the methods derive from two long-known surface
biofunctionalization strategies, i.e. physical and chemical
modification (FIG. 1). The physical modification methods are
simple, safe as well as cost and time efficient. However, the
bond between the substrate and the coating material is not
durable. On the other hand, chemical methods more closely
reflect the conditions in the human body. They are also characterized by the higher durability, due to the new chemical
bonds that appear between the fiber surface and the modifier.
However, these methods are limited by the range of materials susceptible to chemical modifications. Since the aim
of the ECM regeneration is to achieve the microstructural
resemblance via the electrospinning, the challenge grows.

Physical Surface Modification
Physical methods of modification belong to the simplest
ways of immobilization. They are based on the physisorption characterized by weaker interactions between the substrate and an attached biomolecule, such as van der Waals
forces, hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interactions [23].
The following is a brief description of physical methods used
in the literature to modify fibers. These include: the physical
adsorption (immobilization), the electrophoretic deposition,
the dip coating, the electrospraying, the co-electrospinning,
the directional epitaxial crystallization, the layer by layer
deposition.
Physical Adsorption
The physical adsorption is the most commonly used
technique because of its simplicity and the non-destructive
character. It is based mainly on electrostatic interactions,
such as hydrogen bonding or van der Waals forces between
the substrate and the coating, without forming covalent
bonds [24]. The main drawback of the physical adsorption
is the random orientation of the molecules adsorbed on
the surface, which may result in their functionality loss [25].
Chen et al. investigated the difference between the physical
adsorption and the chemical treatment of silica/PVP composite fibers with laminin molecules. The outcomes indicated
the covalent attachment as a better solution because the
neural cells proliferation was significantly greater than that
of the physically modified samples [26]. Jianhua Ye et al.
modified the thermoplastic polyurethane surface by incorporating cellulose nanofibers (CNF) via the ultrasound-assisted
method. The hydroxyl group of the adsorbed CNF improved
the hydrophilicity and water retention ratio. It resulted in the
better cell adhesion and proliferation, in comparison to the
untreated polyurethane [4].
Dip coating
Another physical surface modification method is the dip
coating. It is simple, cost-effective and can be used even
for complex geometries without wasting a lot of material.
These advantages have contributed to its widespread use
not only to produce scaffolds but also to modify the wettability and reduce the pore size of fibrous membranes [27].
In the dip-coating method, a fibrous sample is immersed in
the coating solution for a certain time and then removed.

Eventually, the adsorbed film is dried by the solvent evaporation. The coating thickness depends on the dipping time,
the drying atmosphere, the solution viscosity, the withdrawal
speed and the number of cycles [28].
The dip coating is also used to fabricate substrates for
cell cultures. Immersing the cellulose mesh in a silk fibroin
solution retains the three-dimensional microstructure of the
cellulose substrate and contributes to its core-shell morphology (FIG. 2). The random secondary structure of silk fibroin
present on the surface results in the better cell aggregation
and formation of tumor spheroid [29].
Moreau et al. prepared a ligament implant of PVA fibers
coated with PVA hydrogel and hydroxyapatite (HAp) via
the combined dip-coating and physical cross-linking methods. The results indicated that the PVA/Hap layer did not
significantly improve osseointegration as HAp was partially
trapped within the PVA matrix, causing the inappropriate
kinetics of its dissolution. However, the coating contributed
to the reduction of fibrous tissue formation [30].
In our study of PCL fibrous scaffolds modified by the dip
coating in the hyaluronic acid (HA) suspension, we obtained
the non-uniform morphology of single fibers. The achieved
layer was not homogeneous, but it did not lead to fiber sticking and the scaffolds did not lose their porosity. As a result,
we observed a drop in the wettability of the fibrous scaffold
(decrease of the wetting angle from 92° to 56°).
Electrophoretic deposition
The EPD is a two-step process consisting of electrophoresis followed by deposition. In the first step, an external
electric field causes the migration of colloidal charged molecules/particles towards the oppositely charged electrode.
During the deposition, the stage particles accumulate and
coagulate at the electrode surface. The deposition occurs
either on the anode or cathode, depending on the surface
charge of the molecule [31].
Thanks to the electrophoretic deposition, a surface with
antifouling properties can be obtained. Thinakaran et al.
deposited the chitosan and polyethylene glycol coating
containing silver nanoparticles onto the surface of the fibrous
PCL mat. As a result, they achieved a uniformly distributed
layer containing an antimicrobial agent, which made the
samples completely resistant to biofilm formation [32].

FIG. 2. FESEM pictures of rice paper (RP) and SF@RP (silk fibroin@rice paper) at different concentrations
of SF [29].
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FIG. 3. Unmodified cellulose acetate (CA) fibers (a) and CA fibers surface modified by EPD method in SiO2
suspension (b) [35].
In the case of porous materials, just as fibrous scaffolds,
the main drawback of the EPD is the possibility of the pores
blockage. Therefore, Taale et al. coated graphite fibers with
hydroxyapatite nanoparticles using the periodic electrophoretic deposition. Their modification resulted in more uniformly
covered fibers within the whole volume of the scaffold and
the better promotion of osteoblasts activity [33].
This method could be also combined with other techniques of deposition. Yao et al. coated the graphene foam by
a two-step process involving the dip coating in a poly(lacticco-glycolic acid) and the electrodeposition of a chitosan and
bone morphogenic proteins (BMP2) hybrid layer. The performed modifications improved mechanical properties and
differentiated the human mesenchymal stem cells towards
osteocytes caused by the BMP2 sustained release [34].
In the electrophoretic deposition method, the suspension
composition must be carefully studied. Better results are
observed if the suspension contains particles with the character (Dzeta potential) opposite to the chemical nature of the
fiber material. If this condition is not fulfilled, agglomerates or
solidified areas are observed on the fiber surface (FIG. 3).
Electrospraying
The electrospraying is a process in which a liquid is
dispersed by a high electric field. As a result, nano- and
submicron particles are formed [36]. The principles of electrospraying and electrospinning are similar. However, changing the solution properties (solvent, polymer concentration,
viscosity) or process parameters (voltage, flow rate, distance
between nozzle and collector) may lower the degree of the
molecular interaction in the solution. Therefore, a droplet
may form instead of a fiber [37,38]. Both methods could be
also combined.
Jiajia Tang et al. produced a nanocomposite scaffold for
nerve regeneration consisting of electrospun aligned PCL fibers. They modified its surface by electrospraying collagen and
conductive polypyrrole nanoparticles (PPy NPs). The synergistic effect of the fiber orientation and conductive properties
of electrosprayed PPy NPs provided appropriate mechanical
properties and induced the neurite/axon elongation along
the fibers. In combination with the external electrical stimulation, it also resulted in the enhanced neurogenesis [39].

In another study, Yuzhu He et al. prepared the nanocomposite chitosan (CS) and gelatin (Gln) guided bone
regeneration membrane enriched in hydroxyapatite nanoparticles (nHAp) and antimicrobial peptides (AMP) (FIG. 4).
Via the layer-by-layer electrospinning and electrospraying the osteogenic layer (CS/Gln/nHAp), the barrier layer
(CS/Gln) and AMP-loaded PLGA microspheres embedded
in between were formed. The results showed the excellent
biocompatibility, osteogenic behaviour and long-term release of an antimicrobial agent, i.e. one week of bactericidal
activity and antibacterial activity over one month (research
conducted toward E. coli and S. aureus) [40]. Due to the
particles morphology which ensures the adjustable release
kinetics, the electrospraying is also widely used in the drug
encapsulation [41].

Co-electrospinning
The first physical method used at the phase of the fiber
mesh production is coelectrospinning. This surface modification has the same benefits as the traditional electrospinning, i.e. simplicity, possibility of using various materials and
cost-effectiveness. Moreover, the addition of the second
material with the different properties diminishes the drawbacks of the first one and thus improves the integration with
the surrounding tissue [2,3].
Taskin et al. created a 3D scaffold consisting of PCL and
polydopamine (pDA) by the single-step wet electrospinning.
The hydrophilic pDA addition boosted the biocompatibility
and the human mesenchymal stem cells adhesion as well
as their penetration within the scaffold and differentiation
towards fibroblasts [42]. Other biomolecules that could
be incorporated into the scaffold are extracellular matrix
components. Bhowmick et al. prepared co-electrospun
nanofibers made of gelatin, chondroitin sulfate and sulfated
hyaluronan which was modified with glycosaminoglycans.
They observed a significant increase in the adhesion and
proliferation of the mesenchymal stem cells, keratinocytes
and fibroblasts [43].
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FIG. 4. SEM images of the microstructure of the Gln/CS composite membrane before (A) and after (B) crosslinking; (C) Electrosprayed AMP@PLGA; The layer of Gln/CS/nHAp by magnetic stirring (D) and ultrasonic dispersion (E); (F) Cross-sectional image of the membrane [40].

FIG. 5. TEM images of monostructural and core-shell fibers [45].

To improve the scaffold performance, the co-electrospinning can be combined with the surface grafting and used
e.g. in bone tissue engineering. In the study conducted by
Qingxia Zhu et al., the fibrous mesh consisting electrospun
poly(ester urethane)urea (PEUU) was reinforced with
nTiO2. Moreover, poly(ester urethane) (PEU) was grafted
onto the nTiO2 to improve its interaction with the substrate.
This approach resulted in the improved tensile strength (the
increase of Young modulus) and better biomineralization
and mesenchymal stem cells proliferation [44]. Another way
of modification is the coaxial electrospinning. This approach
has found a high interest in tissue engineering and wound
healing applications (drug release). Eskitoros-Togay et al.
used the coaxial electrospinning to produce fibers for the
controlled release of doxycycline (DOXH). They prepared
core/shell fibers of poly(ε-caprolactone)/poly(ethylene
oxidase) loaded with DOXH in the core part (FIG. 5).
The outcomes indicated that blending hydrophobic (PCL)
and hydrophilic (PEO) polymers resulted in the more
controlled drug release kinetics in the first 120 min, when
compared to monolithic fibers [45].

Layer by layer deposition
The main advantages of this method are the possibility
of producing multilayer coatings and the nanoscale control
over deposited layers. In this technique, oppositely charged
polymers are alternately deposited on the surface where
they form an ultrathin and uniform film (FIG. 6). Moreover,
the LBL uses natural forces, such as hydrogen bonding,
electrostatic interactions and molecular interactions, which
makes it cost-efficient [46]. The method has numerous benefits, such as: precise control over thickness and properties
of the coating, homogeneity of the layers, versatility of the
biomolecules and their controllable release [47]. Qian et al.
used the layer by layer deposition to functionalize PCL
nanofibers by silk fibroin. Additionally, heparin disaccharide
(HD) was attached to the scaffold by the click chemistry to inhibit foreign body reaction and fibrosis development around it.
The studies revealed that the HD incorporation resulted in
the interleukin-4 (IL-4) adsorption which is responsible for
the macrophages polarization toward M2 macrophages
and, therefore, it improves anti-inflammatory properties of
the PCL fibers [48].
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FIG. 6. Schema of the LBL process.
Directional epitaxial crystallization
Yet another way to modify the nanofiber surface is the
directional epitaxial crystallization. Via this method the
characteristic morphology called shish-kebab is formed
(FIG. 7). It consists of the electrospun fiber which acts as
a “shish” and of periodically arranged crystals which act as
a “kebab”. This type of morphology is achieved by immersing
the scaffold in a crystal-forming polymer and the solution
free chains crystallizing onto the surface of the electrospun
fibers [49]. This method could be used with various materials, such as PLA [50], PCL [51] or PEO [52]. Guo et al.
attempted to mimic ECM collagen fibrils by the self-induced
crystallization on the PCL nanofibers. This modification
enabled achieving the shish-kebab morphology which promoted further cell adhesion, migration and proliferation [51].
Such a method could be also used for bone regeneration.

Liu et al. prepared a scaffold which consisted of co-electrospun PCL and β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) which they
modified by the self-induced crystallization. Both the presence of β-TCP and the shish-kebab morphology decreased
the contact angle, protein adsorption and cellular adhesion.
Moreover, the samples exhibited enhanced mechanical
properties and biomineralization [53]. This method could
be also combined with the coaxial electrospinning. Huang
et al. prepared hierarchical core-shell nanofibers consisting
of PCL as a shell and PVA as a core modified by the selfinduced crystallization. Additionally, they enriched one group
of the fibers with bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP2) in
the core part. The results revealed that the shish-kebab
morphology and the growth factor incorporation (BMP2)
promoted the osteogenic cells differentiation. Moreover,
a hierarchical structure of the scaffold allowed the sustained
BMP2 release [54].

FIG. 7. Schema of the directional epitaxial crystallization process (a) and SEM image of shish-kebab morphology (b) [55].

Chemical Surface Modification
Chemical modification techniques consist in forming
covalent bonding between the surface and the immobilized
agent. In comparison to the physical methods, the molecules attached to the surface via chemical modifications
are less prone to being leached out. There are numerous
approaches, such as the wet chemical modification, the
plasma treatment, the surface grafting with peptides or
copolymers [56].
Chemical adsorption
In the chemical adsorption method (also called chemisorption) the molecule on the substrate is immobilized
when the electrons of the adsorbate and the adsorbent form
a covalent or ionic bond. Therefore, the chemisorption requires a surface with a significantly higher free energy than
in the physical adsorption [57]. If active functional groups are
not present on the surface, its chemistry has to be modified
[58]. One of the strategies is to activate the surface via the
covalent immobilization by means of an intermediary linker,
e.g. 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide/Nhydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS). In their research, Guler
et al. used EDC/NHS to activate the COOH- groups of
P3ANA immobilizing RGD peptide onto the surface of the
poly(ε-caprolactone)/poly(m-anthranilic acid) (PCL/P3ANA)
fibers. As a result, the better cell adhesion and osteogenic
activity were observed [55]. Another approach involves
adapter molecules. Biotin-avidin is stable, unaffected by the
pH change or the subsequent washing complex coupled by
a strong non-covalent bond [59]. Such a set of properties
determines its use in biomedical applications, e.g. to immobilize growth factors on the surface of the fibrous scaffold
for bone tissue regeneration. The activation of the gelatin
nanofibers coated with HAp with avidin enabled the attachment of biotinylated growth factors (bone morphogenetic
protein-2 (BMP-2) and fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2))
to its surface. As a result, the release profile of the BMP-2
and FGF-2 was more efficient for the biotin-avidin complex
than for the physical adsorption [60]. The chemisorption can
also be used for capturing microspheres on the polymer
fibers surface. Ahrens et al. activated the surface of fibrous
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) with carboxyl groups
to immobilize biotin. Then, they examined the efficiency
of capturing of the avidin-functionalized cells-containing
microspheres under different flow variants. The biotin high
affinity toward avidin led to the sufficient capturing of the
microspheres under all the tested conditions (i.e. vigorous
mixing and perfusion flow) [59].
Surface grafting
One of the most recent approaches in the surface modification is the peptide grafting. The obtained high bioactivity,
stability and low immunogenicity of the material makes the
peptide grafting a good alternative. The commonly used biomolecules include fibronectin, collagen, laminin and peptides
originated from them as an attractor for endothelial cells,
fibroblasts and keratinocytes [61-64]. Moreover, antibacterial
properties could be obtained by the surface functionalization
with antimicrobial peptides (AMP). The main advantage of
the AMP over antibiotics is limiting the antibiotic resistance
development [65]. The peptide grafting method also provides a signal to the host cells, which results in their better
integration with the surrounding tissue. To improve the cell
interaction this method can be also combined with growth
factors. Studies by Emre Yüksel et al. proved that Magainin
II and the epidermal growth factor attached to the PLGA
fibers surface could result in both the increased cell proliferation and the reduced bacteria activity (S. aureus) [66].

One of the most commonly used peptides is RGD (arginineglycine-aspartic acid) which originates from fibronectin.
It regulates the endothelial cells adhesion, migration and
proliferation. As RGD is recognized by different integrins,
it acts as a nonspecific peptide. In their study, Ge Peng et
al. used different types of peptides: fibronectin originated
(RGD, REDV) and laminin originated (YIGSR) on the silk
fibroin scaffolds to achieve the complex cellular response to
improve the vascular graft endothelization. The modification
increased the surface hydrophilicity and the cells adhesion.
However, the platelet activation and the cell proliferation
depended on the combination of peptides grafted on the
surface, which means that the specific cell behaviour could
be obtained by the peptides proper selection [64]. Another
example is the immobilization of the RGDC signal peptide
on the
γ-PGA fibers by the click chemistry. The scaffold can
also be loaded with GS-Rg3 to heal wounds and inhibit
scar formation. The results showed high biocompatibility
of the samples as well as the better kinetics of the drug
release [67].
Wet-chemical modification
In this method, reactive functional groups at the surface are generated by immersing the fiber mesh in liquid
reagents. The process is usually carried out in an acidic
or alkaline environment, which contributes to breaking the
chain at the site of specific groups. Due to the wet chemical
modification, functional groups including -OH, -COOH and
-NH2 appear at the surface [68].
One of the most common techniques is the aminolysis
(FIG. 8) which introduces amino groups at the biomaterial
surface and thus it serves as an intermediate step in the
surface functionalization. S. Asadpour et al. used the aminolysis for further gelatin or collagen immobilization on the
surface of vascular grafts made of poly(ether ester urethane)
urea. The authors observed the improved cell adhesion
and the endothelial cells layer formed on the implant [69].
Hoseinpour et al. prepared polyethersulfone (PES) membranes and modified them with carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC) or sulphated carboxymethylcellulose (SCMC) which
are extracellular matrix derived peptides. The membranes
were immersed in the 10 wt% diethylenetriamine solution to
introduce the -NH2 groups on the surface. Then the samples
were rinsed with ethanol for the aminolysis solution removal.
The next step was the membranes incubation in a CMC or
SCMC solution. The employed modifications lowered the
contact angle, protein adsorption and platelet adhesion
values, thus increasing the hemocompatibility. Moreover,
the antifouling properties of the PES-CMC or PES-SCMC
membranes were improved [70]. Another biomolecule which
was grafted on the PLA fibrous scaffold by the aminolysis
functionalization is an epidermal growth factor. The results
showed the enhanced cell viability and proliferation [71].
The hydrolysis (FIG. 8) is another wet technique which
incorporates -COOH group at the surface via the base or
acid treatment. Thanks to the hydrolysis, the surface hydrophilicity and roughness could be increased [68]. Brown
et al. used this method to improve the viability of human
hepatocytes. In their study, a PLGA scaffold was prepared
by the wet electrospinning. The mesh was immersed in
the NaOH solution and then incubated in a solution of
collagen I and fibronectin. Thanks to this modification, the
microenvironment conducive to the hepatocytes survival
was obtained. It ensured the higher albumin secretion and
activity of the hepatocyte-specific gene in comparison to the
reference samples [72].
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FIG. 8. Surface chemistry after hydrolysis and aminolysis.
It is also reported that combining the wet chemistry
methods with adhesive molecules leads to the better cellscaffold interaction. Pilipchuk et al. examined the impact of
the different modifications on the PCL films biocompatibility.
The applied methods were the amination, the hydrolysis,
the fibronectin immobilization and the combination of hydrolysis with fibronectin incorporation. The results showed
that, among all the options, the last approach had the best
cellular response [73].
Plasma treatment
Another promising technique is the non-thermal plasma
treatment of the fibers which enables the introduction of the
various functional groups. This technique changes the surface properties without affecting its morphology. However,
the outcomes are strongly dependent on two factors: the
gas used for plasma creation and the time of the process.
The samples treated with the argon plasma for a maximum
time of 15s showed the unaltered fiber morphology, while
those treated with the air plasma displayed the locally melted
spots. Nevertheless, both methods increased the surface
hydrophilicity by incorporating oxygen-containing groups [7].
Not only the oxygen-containing groups could be incorporated into the surface. In the research conducted by Mahtab
Asadian et al., chitosan/polyethylene oxide nanofibrous mats
were modified by the dielectric barrier discharge in the argon, nitrogen and ammonia/helium medium. Via the applied
modification, polar functional groups (oxygen-containing
and nitrogen-containing) were incorporated at the surface.
The associated increase in free energy facilitated the cell
adhesion. Another advantage was the increased tensile
strength of the fibers [1]. In the next research, Mahtab
Asadian et al. examined the plasma treatment effect before
and after the electrospinning. The results indicated that the
fibers morphology and surface chemistry were different
when the plasma was applied before or after the process.
In the first case, they achieved the beadless mesh with the
unaltered surface properties. In the latter case, the surface
wettability, as well as the cell adhesion and proliferation,
increased without any changes in the fibers morphology
[74]. There are many other studies on the plasma treatment
used for the surface modification proving t its positive impact
on the cells adhesion and mechanical properties [75-77].

The plasma pretreatment is also used to prepare surfaces
for the physical deposition to enhance the coating adhesion.
Akhavana et al. used the ion-assisted plasma pretreatment
on the titanium surface. Then the material was immersed
in the solution containing the antimicrobial peptides. Due
to such a procedure, a covalent bond between the surface
and molecules was formed [78].
Mussel-inspired coating
This biomimetic strategy is inspired by the adhesion
mechanism governed by the mussel foot protein consisting
of lysine and dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA). The catechol
group in the lysine DOPA and amino groups interacts with the
surface through electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonds
and covalent reactions. Dopamine is another molecule with
both catechol and amino groups which can also self-polymerize on various substrates [79]. Carmagnola et al. used
DOPA for the gelatin grafting on the surface of the PLGA
electrospun membranes. This surface functionalization did
not deteriorate the bulk material properties. The increased
hydrophilicity improved the cellular adhesion and viability
[80]. Chen et al. immobilized bromelain on the PCL electrospun membrane used for wound healing. Polydopamine
(PDA) was applied as a linking agent between bromelain
and the substrate. The BrPDA-PCL fibers exhibited good
mechanical stability, very high hydrophilicity, biocompatibility
and antibacterial behaviour against E. coli and S. aureus.
The increased wound healing rate was observed during the
in vivo examination [81].
Norepinephrine is another catecholamine molecule which
could be used in tissue engineering. Liu et al. prepared
a PCL fibrous scaffold coated with poly norepinephrine (pNE)
via self-polymerization. The in vitro research revealed that
the pNE addition facilitated the hydrophilicity and thus improved the skeletal muscle cell adhesion and proliferation.
On the other hand, no toxic behaviour was observed during
the 40-day in vivo examination [82]. The main drawback
of this method is that it requires the alkaline environment
for the dopamine polymerization and thus it cannot be
used for materials that are unstable in these conditions.
Another disadvantage is that this is a time-consuming process
(up to several hours) [79].

Conclusions
In this mini-review, the most recent methods of modifying
electrospun fibers for tissue engineering were discussed.
The main limitations of pristine electrospun scaffolds can
be overcome thanks to the properly selected modification
technique. The specific biomolecules immobilization leads to
obtaining the desired and customized implant functionality,
which results in its better integration with the surrounding
tissues, mechanical support and bioactivity.
The fibers physical modifications have numerous advantages, such as simplicity, short time, and low cost. Unfortunately, the physical modifications are not durable and are
only suitable where the material can be applied immediately
after the process.
The chemical methods are more demanding and consist
of many stages. Very often they require additional processing, e.g. preparing the fiber surface or selecting fiber materials that enable the formation of primary bonds. Moreover, the
chemical modification is not always sufficiently effective due
to the substrate form i.e. the fiber submicron and micrometer diameters. Instead of obtaining the homogeneous fiber
surface, most often its domain character occurs. Chemical
modifications are not durable either due to the low process
efficiency, but often the post-treatment is accompanied by
the second-order interactions which are more numerous
and contribute to the increased durability of the new layer
on the fiber. Such hybrid substrates seem to be the future
of ECM scaffolds. At the moment, most works focus on
material modifications via the peptide grafting because of
the obtained high bioactivity and possibility to control the
cellular response. Nevertheless, the long-term impact of this
approach on the in vivo effectiveness and biocompatibility
is still unknown. Since fibrous scaffolds are intended to be
used inside the human body, the selection of an appropriate
sterilization process should be taken under consideration.
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